Is a Field Trip in the Future?

Arthur and Sarah attend a year-round school. Arthur and Sarah were trying to figure out when their class last went on a field trip. They asked their teacher, Dr. Ray. Dr. Ray wanted to make Arthur and Sarah think. He didn’t just want to give them the answer. In fact, he promised to take the class on another field trip if Arthur and Sarah could solve this puzzle. The month the class last went on a field trip was the month before the month before last month. Last month is 6 months after December. The year was a Leap Year. In which month did the class last take a field trip?

Make sure you include the answer and an explanation as to how you determined the correct response. You must give an accurate explanation. Have fun. I hope you have enjoyed the problems this year. I will be looking forward to providing challenging problems next school year. Did you know that Venus is the hottest planet in our Solar System even though it isn’t closest to the Sun?

Dr. Fracarro